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Abstract. There is now expert consensus that directly observing the work of trainee
therapists vs. relying upon self-report of sessions, is critical to providing the accurate
feedback required to attain a range of competencies. In spite of this expert consensus
however, and the broadly positive attitudes towards video review among supervisees,
video feedback methods remain under-utilized in clinical supervision. This paper
outlines some of the weaknesses that affect feedback based solely on self-report
methods, before introducing some of the specific benefits that video feedback methods
can offer the training and supervision context. It is argued that video feedback methods
fit seamlessly into CBT supervision providing direct, accessible, effective, efficient and
accurate observation of the learning situation, and optimizing the chances for accurate
self-reflections and planning further improvements in performance. To demonstrate the
utility of video feedback techniques to CBT supervision, two specific video feedback
techniques are introduced and described: the Give-me-5 technique and the I-spy
technique. Case examples of CBT supervision using the two techniques are provided
and explored, and guidance as to the supervision contexts in which each of the two
techniques are suitable, individually, and in tandem, are outlined. Finally, best practice
guidelines for the use of video feedback techniques in supervision are outlined.
Key words: CBT supervision, observational techniques in supervision, supervision
methods, supervision techniques, video feedback

Introduction
The view that observational methods are critical for psychotherapy training and supervision is
endorsed by experts espousing a range of therapeutic orientations, including CBT (Padesky,
1996a; Liese & Beck, 1997; Roth & Pilling, 2008; Milne et al. 2009) and non-CBT (Watkins,
1997; Bernard & Goodyear, 2009) orientations. Increasingly, the requirement for competence
in direct observation is being included in psychology training accreditation documents
(e.g. Psychology Board of Australia, 2015) and supervisor competency frameworks
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(e.g. Roth & Pilling, 2008). Further, from a pedagogical point of view, observation is critical
to the development of a wide range of important CBT competencies (Gonsalvez, 2014;
Reiser, 2014). For instance, competency-based models of supervision differentiate between
knowledge, skills, attitude-value, and relationship competencies (Falender & Shafranske,
2004; Gonsalvez & Calvert, 2014). Although having a supervisee present and discuss ongoing
cases is a useful strategy to address knowledge and knowledge application competencies,
the use of observational techniques (either by live monitoring through a one-way mirror or
a video camera, or by delayed observation through a recorded DVD of a therapy session)
is essential to inform supervisee reflection and supervisor feedback on skills, attitude-value
and relationship competencies (Falender & Shafranske, 2007; Gonsalvez & Calvert, 2014;
Gonsalvez & Crowe, 2014). However, in spite of the scientific evidence favouring observation
techniques, and preferences for observation among supervisees, video feedback methods
remain an under-utilized supervision method (Gonsalvez et al. 2002; Townend et al. 2002;
Milne & Reiser, 2011).
Limitations of case presentation and subjective report
Supervision and individual reflection based on a supervisee’s subjective report may be
affected by a number of limitations. Supervisees may intentionally or unintentionally withhold
information from supervisors (Muslin et al. 1981; Hantoot, 2000), or choose not to disclose
important information, especially regarding the supervision relationship itself (Ladany et al.
1996; Gunn, 2007; Gunn & Pistole, 2012). Lack of expertise, experiential knowledge, or the
presence of processing biases may influence subjective report and significantly undermine
the effectiveness of supervision practice based solely on self-report (Haggerty & Hilsenroth,
2011). Further, an accurate appraisal of the client’s presentation (client’s verbal report and
their non-verbal behaviours) is essential to an accurate case conceptualization of the client’s
problems, and the supervisor needs to observe the client’s interactions (rather than rely on the
supervisee’s recall and interpretation of these behaviours) to ensure that the data informing the
case conceptualization is indeed representative of the client’s presentation (Gonsalvez, 2014;
Gonsalvez & Crowe, 2014). Our experience with training clinical psychologists over two
decades suggests that the risk of flawed conceptualizations stemming from partial reporting of
client data is particularly high early in practitioner training. Specifically, panic attacks may be
mislabelled as general anxiety or agitation, and hypomanic presentations may be mislabelled
as symptoms associated with attention-deficit disorders, because neither the client nor the
novice therapist is sufficiently competent at making these important clinical differentiations.
Finally, from a risk and evaluation perspective, self-assessment in the therapy context has
been shown to have only low to moderate validity and reliability (Gordon, 1991). Accurate
self-appraisal is an important competency (McManus et al. 2012) and is pivotal to important
metacompetencies such as the reflective practitioner mindset (Gonsalvez & Crowe, 2014).
To monitor and foster growth in reflective practitioner competencies, the supervisor requires
access to the supervisee’s self-report and reflection and an observer’s report and analyses (by
the supervisor and/or others).
Advantages of video techniques
Compared with live-monitoring (e.g. through one-way mirrors), video recording and review
is more convenient (obviates the need to synchronize diary appointments between supervisor,
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therapist and client), more accessible and cost efficient (a simple iPad can provide high
fidelity recordings). Systematic video-based analysis and reflection in supervision promises
to mitigate some of the drawbacks of subjective report, offering more direct reflection and
feedback on practice, and potentially overcome known cognitive and memory biases. Video
review enables a focus on process issues in therapy – in collaborative review with supervisors,
video review can highlight strengths and weaknesses, opportunities, dilemmas and pivotal
moments in therapy, and can be effectively employed both in individual and group supervision
formats.
Further, recent advances in technology allow video upload by the supervisee and video
review by the supervisor to be conducted online (Rousmaniere, 2014) or on custom-designed
e-supervision applications (Deane et al. 2015). Finally, an important advantage of video
techniques, compared with live observation methods, is that the video can be evaluated by
multiple peers and supervisors, it can be replayed several times, and the review becomes
accessible to the therapist after the session is actually conducted. The latter point is important
because it has a bearing on the facilitation of metacompetencies such as reflective practice.
Competent reflective practice has several components including reflection on action, reflecting
in action, and reflection for action (Schön, 1995; Hallet, 1997). Reflection on action represents
post-event (e.g. therapy session) evaluation and early practitioners may have to progress
through the ‘reflection-on-action’ stage before they become capable of advanced skills such
as ‘reflection in action’ (Gonsalvez & Crowe, 2014).
Video review techniques in CBT and supervision
Video review techniques are increasingly becoming a core component in cognitive and
behavioural treatments of several clinical problems. One of the first uses of video review
within cognitive and behavioural approaches was with social-skills training programmes for
people suffering from schizophrenia (e.g. Wallace et al. 1980). In a typical training session
patients are asked to role-play interpersonal scenarios. The trainer then reviews the patient’s
performance and provides feedback; reinforcing more skilful social behaviors, and giving
clear guidance and instruction to improve social performance (Wallace et al. 1980). In this
context, video feedback is used to aid in the feedback process; providing an objective mirror
of the social performance situation for analyses and playback.
Relatively recently, this paradigm has been extended to the training of communication skills
in medical residents (Roter et al. 2004). Roter and colleagues (2004) argue, based on the
available empirical evidence, that ‘there is compelling evidence that experiential methods
of communication skill instruction are superior to more traditionally didactic approaches’.
Video feedback communication training led to significant improvements in domains of
communication including reduced verbal dominance, increased use of open-ended questions,
increased use of empathy, and increased partnership building and problem solving. The
relevance of these findings to CBT supervision and training seem clear.
Perhaps the most famous use of video techniques has been with CBT for problems
associated with social anxiety. In this context video techniques are used as a kind of
behavioural experiment to challenge negative self-appraisal of performance and appearance
in social interactions, and to update faulty negative self-imagery with more realistic and
positive self-imagery (Clark, 2005). We argue that the situation with psychology supervisees
is analogous in several ways to sufferers of social anxiety, making video techniques relevant
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Fig. 1. Lewin/Kolb Experiential Learning Cycle [taken from Bennett-Levy et al. 2004 (fig. 1.2, p. 19),
by permission of Oxford University Press].

to the training context. In particular, psychology training, like therapy, is in this context
concerned with improving social/communication skills, reducing overwhelming anxiety,
promoting accurate self-appraisals, and improving self-efficacy over time.
A useful theoretical framework for the use of video techniques within CBT is the
Lewin/Kolb experiential learning cycle (Lewin, 1946; Kolb, 1984) (Fig. 1). This framework
has been used extensively in CBT to assist in guiding ‘experiential’ learning in behaviour
experiments (e.g. Bennett-Levy et al. 2004), and optimizing learning in clinical supervision
and training (e.g. Milne, 2009).
Within this framework, video techniques appear highly relevant to the experiential learning
cycle by providing a direct, accessible, replayable, and accurate observation of the learning
situation. Such potential for accurate self-observation in the training context then optimizes
the chances for successful self-reflections and planning further performance improvements.
We use this framework in our analyses of the case material below.
Rationale for the current paper
It is paradoxical that, despite what we consider compelling justification for the use
of observational methods, supervisors continue to neglect observation in favour of case
presentation methods in their supervision (Townend et al. 2002; Gonsalvez & McLeod,
2008). Further, supervision literature which documents, describes or evaluates specific video
techniques remains limited (Huhra et al. 2008). Exceptions within the cognitive and behaviour
therapy literature are James and colleagues’ description of a method for post-hoc analysis of
emotions and scaffolding skills in supervision (James et al. 2004), and Follette & Callaghan’s
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(1995) behaviour-analytic model of skills training. The microcounselling models of Ivey
and colleagues are also well articulated (Daniels et al. 1997). Within the family therapy
supervision literature, Taylor & Gonzales (2005) outline a model based on Change Theory.
Finally, one of the best-known models is the interpersonal process recall (IPR) method used in
psychodynamic supervision (Kagan & Kagan, 1997; Crews et al. 2005; Hill et al. 2015). We
have employed the IPR technique in our own practice, but found somewhat variable results
for CBT supervision, with sometimes disappointing results especially when supervisees are
in early stages of their development. For reasons consistent with psychodynamic therapy
and supervision, IPR provides the supervisee with little structure but significant control
over what in the recorded section is reviewed and commented on, with the supervisor
mostly playing a non-directive role. Applied to CB supervision, this can be productive when
supervisees are insightful and have attained intermediate levels of self-awareness including
recognition of what they do not know. In the case of CB practitioner training, where the
focus was on the development of specific microskills (e.g. items on the Cognitive Therapy
Rating Scale; Blackburn et al. 2001), there appears to be justification for the use of more
structured techniques informed by skills-training pedagogies. The following sections will
describe two specific video techniques that are useful for CB practitioner training. The video
techniques were designed by the first author who trained novices acquiring CBT skills at
the University of Wollongong, Australia, for two decades. Although we have not tested the
outcomes of these techniques in formal research, the two techniques described in this paper
are included in supervisor training workshops designed for the Australian Psychological
Society (Gonsalvez & Crowe, 2015). In data yet to be published, trainee supervisors who
undertook these workshops rated the techniques positively in their post-workshop evaluations.
Further research is needed to establish the effectiveness of the techniques, and could usefully
randomize trainees to video and non-video review conditions and track progress as judged by
validated measures such as the CTS-R (Blackburn et al. 2001).
Video feedback: the Give-me-5 technique
The Give-me-5 procedure involves supervisees and supervisors reviewing videos and
identifying five (and no more than five) aspects of the session. The video technique emerged
from evaluations by CBT supervisees, indicating that video feedback they received from
their supervisors was frequently overwhelming and that, as novice therapists, they were
typically unable to differentiate between major and minor aspects of the feedback. The
Give-me-5 technique takes a ‘wide-angle’ lens approach of the emergent themes from the
reviewed therapy segment/session. The aim is to identify highlights, salient issues and key
patterns, rather than to focus on specific behaviours or moments of opportunity. Such a
focus encourages a sense of balance between the many issues competing for attention within
supervision sessions.
Standard protocol
The standard procedure has the following steps.
Step 1. The supervisee records a therapy session with his/her client, and chooses a 15–
20 minute uninterrupted segment that best captures what transpired in the session.
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Table 1. Supervisor’s and supervisee’s (Michael’s) notes following Give-me-5 technique
Supervisee

Supervisor

(1) Poor progress with therapy (3’00 to 4’05)
(2) Unhelpful, fidgety and tapping behaviours by
myself during session (multiple instances)
(3) Client’s non-compliance with homework
despite my best efforts (5’08 to 8’00)
(4) I demonstrated good psychoeducation skills
(e.g. 12’15 to 15’10)

(1) Marginal progress with therapy (3’00 to 4’05)
(2) Lack of positive feedback for gains evidenced
in therapy (entire session)
(3) Clear delivery of educational information but
overly didactic (e.g. 12’15 to 15’10)
(4) Poor compliance with homework tasks,
possibly related to item 3, and therapist’s
frustration to this (14’30)
(5) Good CT skills in identifying and articulating
client’s automatic thoughts (multiple
instances)

(5) Therapist identified a range of automatic
thoughts (10’40, 12’10, 15’15)

Step 2. The trainee reviews the tape, and using a form with three columns (time, observation,
inferences/conclusions), analyses what transpired in the video segment. A summary that
includes five key points are written down to discuss in supervision.
Step 3. The supervisor and supervisee review the video together (usually uninterrupted) during
the supervision session (allowing the supervisee additional analyses of the material) before
the supervisor writes down his/her five points.
Step 4. The supervisor and supervisee compare and discuss their respective comments and
recommendations.
Step 5. If a skills-based competency is the focus of the discussion, role-play may be used to
advance CB skills acquisition.
Step 6. The supervisor summarizes observations and implications, discusses the supervisee’s
evaluation of the technique, allows time for debriefing, and, if appropriate, negotiates a
follow-up task.
Give-me-5: case illustration
Michael is enrolled in a Master of Clinical Psychology degree and is in supervision to advance
his CBT competencies. Following good progress in therapy during the first few weeks with
a new client, Michael reports that progress has stalled. There is unsatisfactory adherence to
homework tasks and the client is reporting poor progress. Michael is somewhat concerned
that the client may drop out, although the client has not directly articulated this. Following
the supervisor’s suggestion, Michael agrees to record the next therapy session and to analyse
it with the Give-me-5 procedure. A summary of the five comments from both Michael and his
supervisor are outlined in Table 1.
The results from the Give-me 5 technique are instructive (Table 1). It is apparent that there
is less than perfect supervisor–supervisee agreement, a finding that is fairly typical early in
CBT training. Michael’s conclusion that there is unsatisfactory client progress derives from
the client’s report in session, ‘not much has changed’, whereas the supervisor’s inference
that there has been some progress derives from considering both the client’s report and
behavioural changes observed in the course of therapy (the client now engages in activities
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that he previously avoided). Michael appears over-concerned that his mannerisms (e.g.
fidgetiness) might suggest to his client that he is a ‘nervous person’ and undermine his
credibility (a fairly common concern among novice therapists). The supervisor disregards
these behaviours because they are of minor significance to the effectiveness of the session,
and expects these behaviours to reduce with experience. It is of note that the same data
on the videotape concerning psychoeducation leads to somewhat different conclusions.
Michael’s judgement is guided by the fact that he presented the information clearly; the
supervisor’s judgement is informed by the recognition that effective psychoeducation is
ensuring the client’s accurate reception and unbiased acceptance of the information delivered.
The supervisor uses the opportunity to discuss with Michael best-practice guidelines about
psychoeducation, including the delivery of information in bite-sized chunks, using methods
(e.g. visual/verbal) that are pertinent to the client, pacing the information, having the client
summarize key elements of the information delivered, and evaluating how the new information
changes the client’s previously held beliefs and attitudes. Finally, it appears that Michael
is evaluating his client’s compliance with homework with the same rigorous standards that
his own academic assignments are evaluated. Michael is also somewhat surprised that his
frustration with his client’s poor compliance with homework is more apparent on tape than
he realized. Following discussion, Michael agrees that, in relation to the client’s homework,
a more supportive stance with generous positive feedback might work better, especially since
the homework tasks involved unpleasant exposure therapy.
In summarizing the outcomes of the supervision session, Michael indicated that the Giveme-5 approach provided him with a bird’s-eye view of the session and helped him regain a
bigger-picture perspective of the intervention plan. He felt reassured there the therapy was
resulting in slow but steady progress (although the client and Michael had so far failed
to adequately acknowledge these gains), he gained a better understanding of the principles
of psychoeducation and enhanced his skills to deliver psychoeducation effectively. He also
‘learned a bit’ about his attitudes towards himself (he could afford to be a bit more patient
with himself), and towards his client (he could afford to be a lot more validating about the
gains achieved by the client in exposure therapy).
Protocol variations and other considerations
The standard procedure is to approach the videotaped session with no a-priori assumptions.
In certain circumstances, especially with novice therapists, broad guidelines about what to
look for during the session may be useful (see Table 2).
In an overall sense, the simple Give-me-5 technique is versatile, powerful and can be used
across theoretical persuasions. A personal meta-analysis of a series of Give-me-5 reports
generated by the same individual but collected across multiple sessions is of particular
value. Such a data series generated by the supervisee yields patterns of how they view
their own therapy and how they make meaning of their client interactions: on what they
choose to zoom in, and what they may ignore. The data series generated by the supervisor
across supervisees provides an insight into the way supervisors view supervision and their
supervisees: which competency domains and competency types are typically focused on,
and which are given less salience. Comparing one’s personal meta-analysis with patterns
obtained by other supervisors may disclose unique strengths or potential blind-spots. For
instance, the data from multiple Give-me-5 reports from one supervisor suggested very few
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Table 2. Guidelines for variations of the Give-me-5 method
Give-me-5 variations
(1) Five points pertaining to strengths (at least two) and developmental needs (at least two)
(2) Five stand-out issues: stuck points, turning points, surprises, or moments of insight
(3) Five themes to emerge during session/issues that appeared to most preoccupy the therapist’s (at
least two) and client’s (at least two) minds during the session
(4) Five issues relating to specific supervision competencies including at least one issue from each of
the competency types: knowledge, skills, relationships, and attitudes/values
(5) Client’s appraisals of five issues: problem, self, others, therapist, therapy
(6) Five ‘hot’ topics: issues that provoked significant emotion in client and/or therapist

‘mentions’ pertaining to relationship competencies. Finally, when used in an interpersonally
sensitive way, the technique can provide impactful feedback in group supervision. Normative
trends emanating from Give-me-5 reports from several members within a group are powerful
challenges to both self-aggrandizing and self-deprecatory evaluative biases.

Video feedback: the I-spy technique
I-spy (short for, ‘I spy with my little eye . . . ’) is a video review procedure which targets one
specific microskill for special attention. Usually the competency targeted is a developmental
need (e.g. the need for more frequent Socratic questions, validation responses, or summarizing
responses). In situations where the supervisee is overly critical of themselves, one of the
supervisee’s strengths could be highlighted. The I-spy technique differs from Give-me-5 in
many respects. If Give-me-5 is akin to using a ‘wide-angle’ lens to view therapy content
and process; I-spy is a ‘close-up’ or ‘zoom function’. Where Give-me-5 (as normally used)
approaches the recorded session without any a priori assumptions, I-spy is hypothesis-driven.
Give-me-5 is useful to get an overview of a supervisee’s profile of strengths and needs,
whereas I-spy is useful to work on a specific problem, or to acknowledge or build on a specific
strength.

Standard protocol
The procedure includes the following steps.
Step 1. A microskill targeted for change is identified by the supervisor and/or supervisee (e.g.
statements and rhetorical questions that are best expressed as reflective/Socratic questions)
Step 2. The supervisee identifies a 15–20 min uninterrupted segment that best captures what
transpired in their CB therapy session, before proceeding to review the DVD in search of
the targeted micro skill. Target occurrences are time tagged (e.g. 3 min 30 s) and appropriate
‘replacement’ responses, if appropriate, are drafted. In circumstances where the supervisee
recognizes an opportunity, but is unable to generate an appropriate replacement response,
the target response is recorded.
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Step 3. The segment of the tape used in step 2 is jointly reviewed by both supervisor
and supervisee, with the supervisor identifying additional opportunities for or suggesting
appropriate replacement responses.
Step 4. If appropriate, the supervisor uses role-play to demonstrate skills.
Step 5. The supervisor summarizes observations and implications, discusses the supervisee’s
evaluation of the technique, allows time for debriefing, and negotiates a follow-up task.
I-spy: case illustration
Kim is undertaking formal clinical psychology training after several years of primarily
humanistic counselling experience, and has commenced a new placement in a mood disorders
clinic to train in CBT. The supervisor has reviewed two of her videotaped therapy sessions and
has formed the opinion that Kim is skilled in using validation responses to empathize with the
client’s experience, but needs to further develop her skills in Socratic dialogue. Kim is happy
to record and analyse her sessions and is confident that she is performing well. Kim views
a video resource on Socratic dialogue (Padesky, 1996b) and uses the I-spy technique for her
analyses. The specific task is for Kim to conduct therapy as she typically would, but to follow
up important validation responses with one or more Socratic questions. Kim then reviews the
DVD to tag times in the session when she manages to offer Socratic responses and others
when she missed opportunities for a Socratic stance. Kim and her supervisor jointly review
her recorded session, and the supervisor evaluates Kim’s analysis using the I-spy protocol.
The supervisor assists Kim in formulating Socratic questions as appropriate, highlighting the
fact that rhetorical and clarifying questions do not qualify as Socratic questions.
In summarizing the outcomes of the supervision session (see Table 3), Kim indicates that
the exercise greatly surprised her, and that, ‘Socratic dialogue is hard!’ The work associated
with reviewing her therapy sessions and especially trying to come up with reflective Socratic
questions was labour intensive but productive. She felt empowered that the technique could
help overcome a need she now recognized. Kim also discloses that she was initially somewhat
concerned that the Socratic questioning and more directive style of CBT would impair the
therapeutic alliance when compared with her previous training, a reservation raised by a
previous supervisor. However, the combination of affect-validation responses followed by
integrative Socratic questions (Padesky, 1996b) reassures her that CBT techniques can foster
alliance. The supervisor invites her to test out this new hypothesis/belief by evaluating alliance
and effectiveness during subsequent sessions. Kim agrees to also do additional I-spy sessions
to enhance her Socratic dialogue skills.
Protocol variations and other considerations
The I-spy technique is simple but versatile and effective, and can be applied across theoretical
persuasions and in individual and group supervision formats. A range of microskills can
be targeted systematically for change, with basic and advanced skills being tiered in a
developmentally meaningful sequence. At its core, I-spy is a simple find-replace strategy,
where the find-target is usually an unhelpful therapist behaviour or style (statement/rhetorical
question, closed question) and the replacement response is the desired response (Socratic
question, open question). For instance, in CB supervision, appropriate find-targets can
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Table 3. Supervisor and supervisee notes following I-spy technique. Note the discrepancy between
supervisee and supervisor judgements of the same events
Supervisee

Supervisor

(1) Client expressed anxious thoughts but missed
opportunity for downward arrow technique to
get information on intermediate beliefs (4’55,
15’22). I could have asked ‘Wow, what would
that say about you if that were true?’
(2) Client expressed cognitive distortions of
underestimating ability to cope with adverse
events – I validated fear but missed
opportunity for exploring evidence for
successful previous coping response (20’10). I
could have said ‘Have you faced anything like
this before?’
(3) Other missed opportunities for collaborative
questioning of cognitive distortions (13’45,
20’30). I could have completed a detective
thinking sheet with the client
(4) I tried to use Socratic questions (15’33) but
was it overly didactic?

(1) Missed opportunities for downward arrow
(4’55, 10’10, 15’22 and 19’20)
(2) Missed challenging distortion opportunities at
10’45, 30’33 and 23’30
(3) Validation response was enough for client to
question own thinking spontaneously (13’45,
25’10)
(4) Excellent use of Socratic dialogue (15’33)

be ‘didactic spells’, advice-giving, telling clients what to think, unhelpful reassurance,
drifting, excessive talking. Find-targets could also be client responses that indicate less
than optimal engagement or unsatisfactory therapy progress, such as yes-but responses,
passive compliance, disengaged behavior, subtle signs of negative affect such as resistance,
disagreement, disapproval, or anger. In other circumstances, the target could be an opportunity
for effective therapy behaviours, such as opportunities to articulate and clarify automatic
thoughts, to validate salient affect, to provide positive feedback, to generate positive affect in
the session, to provide capsule summaries, to initiate cognitive restructuring, to shift to nonverbal challenging strategies (e.g. imagery, behaviour rehearsal or behavioural experiments).
Because I-spy tends to focus more often on developmental needs, the risk is that supervision
drifts into focusing disproportionately on therapist inadequacies rather than strengths. This
risk can be mitigated by discriminating between two levels/types of the target response,
an easier level that the supervisee is capable of demonstrating (attained competency) and a
second that reflects a developmental need. For instance, the recorded therapy session could
be searched for automatic thoughts that the therapist elicited and for occasions when more
difficult and subtle automatic thoughts could have been clarified/articulated. In a similar way,
the client’s emotion targeted for validation could be varied at easy (obvious client affect) and
advanced (subtle affect changes) levels. In group supervision, the I-spy technique yields a
wealth of data in an efficient manner, especially if the video is accessible to all members
electronically (e.g. through an e-supervision application). For instance, the Socratic questions
generated by each member of the group could be shared within the group. Finally, as with
the Give-me-5 technique, a personal meta-analysis of I-spy targets may help supervisors gain
insight into their own preferences, biases, and supervisory styles.
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Discussion
In many ways, the two video techniques discussed are complementary, and may be used
sequentially or in tandem, or combined with other supervision techniques (e.g. roleplay) to optimize outcomes at all stages of skills training: acquisition, consolidation and
generalization. Although the two techniques are grounded in sound pedagogic principles, we
acknowledge that we currently do not have empirical data demonstrating the effectiveness of
the techniques. Further theoretical and empirical contributions are needed to determine which
techniques may be most effective in a range of training and supervision contexts.
Promoting supervisee well-being and perceived safety
Adding video review to supervision can provoke significant anxiety among supervisees. This
anxiety needs to be anticipated, planned for, and managed so that high arousal does not
impede learning or performance. Video techniques also have the potential to cause harm
if feedback is insensitive or punitive. The supervisor is in a unique position to be able to
monitor the emotional wellbeing of supervisees in both individual and group supervision.
In our experience, ‘checking in’ with supervisees through the session can promote feelings
of safety, models a useful therapeutic technique, and builds awareness of supervisees’ own
emotional experiences. Using supervisory alliance measures such as the Supervisory Working
Alliance Inventory (Efstation et al. 1990) or the ultra-brief Leeds Alliance in Supervision
Scale (Wainwright, 2010) may also be helpful.
Power dynamics, motivation and learning
Close attention to power dynamics is crucial when implementing the use of video in
supervision, particularly where the supervisee’s own practice is being reviewed. Supervision
approaches emphasising autonomy are preferred by most supervisees (Reichelt & Skjerve,
2000), and the motivation and self-determination literature indicates that goal progress
is enhanced when persons have autonomous, rather than controlled (externally imposed)
motivations for their actions (Koestner et al. 2008). The challenge for supervisors is to
weigh up potential advantages of structure and direction and to balance these with supervisee
preferences for autonomy and discovery-based learning to ensure that supervision achieves the
targeted competencies in a developmentally appropriate manner. Open discussion of power
dynamics, negotiation of roles and interpersonal sensitivity are required of the supervisor
in this context. In addressing these issues of power relations, it can also be helpful to
model openness to feedback by engaging in reflective dialogue in supervision based on
videos of the supervision process itself (Hill et al. 2015), or videos of the supervisor’s own
practice.
Practice guidelines for video-based feedback
Using video review in supervision is a skill which requires practice by both supervisees and
supervisors. However, the rewards can be substantial for both supervisor and supervisee.
Supervisees learn gradually to accurately reflect on, appraise, and then improve their
competence as practitioners, a metacompetency that should serve them well during their
long practitioner careers. In general, it is helpful to bear in mind that video-based feedback
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should follow best practice guidelines for formative feedback (Gonsalvez & Crowe, 2015).
These include: (i) focus on important aspects and ignore the trivial; (ii) feedback should be
informative, specific, and functional; (iii) focus on patterns of responding rather than isolated
instances; (iv) deliver feedback clearly and in an interpersonally sensitive manner; (v) state
inadequacies and needs clearly; do not gloss over them; (vi) identify not only whether a
therapist intervention/technique was helpful/unhelpful, but also what specifically contributed
to this outcome (i.e. feedback mentions how a specific outcome was achieved); (vii) feedback
includes a balanced coverage of strengths and needs, of validation and challenge; (viii)
tailor feedback to the competency type. In other words, feedback differentiates between
and appropriately addresses knowledge, skills, attitude, or relationship competencies; (ix)
feedback is tailored to the developmental stage of trainee; (x) feedback is supervisee-centred,
not supervisor-centred; (xi) where appropriate, the delivery of feedback is tailored to match
emotional processing requirements (slower, check emotional responses to feedback, check
accuracy of reception, check inferred attributions/predictions if appropriate); (xii) fedback is
strategic: gives the supervisee tools that can be used in similar circumstances in the future,
rather than the answer to a specific instance (teach a man to fish . . . ).
Summary
In the current paper, we have argued for a deliberate, systematic and more frequent use
of observational methods, particularly video review and feedback, in CBT supervision and
training. We cite strong support from expert consensus and competency-based pedagogies
for observational techniques, and draw attention to the many limitations and biases
that apply to case-presentation techniques. We describe and illustrate how two specific
techniques, Give-me-5 and I-spy can be applied to advance CBT competency development in
supervision.
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Learning objectives
(1) Articulate the rationale for the supervisor’s use of observational methods in
supervision and commence using observation regularly in own supervision.
(2) Articulate the procedures, applications, and advantages of using the Give-me-5 and
I-spy video techniques in supervision.
(3) Correctly apply the two video techniques in one’s own supervisory practice.
(4) Articulate best-practice guidelines for formative feedback in supervision and
adhere to these guidelines in own supervision.
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